Available since version 3.2.505

IPR
This new tool, accessible from Tools > IPR, allows calculating IPR curves using the wells’ tests. All the
tests previously loaded in Sahara, for the selected well, will be shown in the table. The user can choose
which of them will be used in the calculation. The data associated to each test may be edited manually
using the Edit Wellworks window.

Tests data
The information shown in this window comes from the tests data previously loaded in Sahara as
wellworks data. Nevertheless, some of them may be entered or edited manually as the density, the
bubble pressure (Pb) and the static pressure (Ps).

Calculation models
The current available models are Vogel and Fetkovich. The characteristic parameters C, n and AOF for
both models are reported in the table after the calculation is performed. Additionally, the user can choose
to calculate with the option “Best fit”. This option will try to calculate first using Fetkovich model and then,
if it is not possible, using Vogel.

Analysis type
The calculation can be done for several layers producing simultaneously by selecting the tests
corresponding to each of them. This option is the best to determine the well’s operational point, once
defined the IPR curve and the fluid level. In the case of several layers, the curve is composed for the
contribution of each of them.
When the Cross-flow option is enabled, those layers in which the static pressure is lower than the
dynamic pressure will have negative production.
Additionally, the water cut curve for the total IPR can be plotted in the right chart.

Controls
The well’s controls can be shown in the right chart, previously entering a tolerance in days. This tolerance
will be used to pair rate and level data closer in time. By default, all data range is selected but the user
can customize it as desired. The points are colored, according to the measurement date, to help
estimating the IPR curve evolution in time.
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